
VALUES
Q. What qualities / traits in life are foundational to your life mission?  Values are often so 

deeply rooted we aren’t aware of their impact on our actions, decisions, ideas and beliefs. 

Knowing our core values and stating them in simple terms often fosters healthy growth.

CHARACTERISTICS // Values Are...
LIVED / Q. How do my values show up practically in life right now?  Q. What trait, belief or 

philosophy impacts your decisions?  Q. What values have guided you in the past?  What 

fresh or ancient insights impact your values today?  Q. Where do you invest the best of 

your time, money and energy?  UNIQUE / Q. How can you transform a value from a generic 

word / phrase to one unique to you and your mission?  Q. If your friends, partners, family 

read these values would they know it was you? How could you be more specific?  

PASSIONATE / Q. What do you care most deeply about?  Q. In your list of values, which 

would you be most willing to give up?  Q. Which values would you be most willing to 

sacrifice to keep?  Q. What keeps you on track through difficult decisions?  Q. What 

motivates you to go the extra mile?

ENGAGE // Narrow to a Guiding Handful
Five to Seven values for your life, family or team is the sweet spot for practical use and 

memorization. Begin by writing down as many as possible. Want parameters? Use a Wheel 

of Life to help with areas of focus. Either alone, with a spouse, or with a small team, narrow 

these down to a concise group, each between one word and one sentence long.  Write one 

example behavior and one possible outcome of each value in action.  
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